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designated an Important Cultural Property in September 1982. It has been closed since June 2018. The temple contained one of only
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The mujahidin were led by the
prominent figures of Tumanbay.

Zayd ibn Haydah Al-Andalusi and
Al-Umari al-Andalusi.Q: Gnu

emacs-ediff not working I am a
neophyte Emacs user. This is my

first time using emacs-ediff. I have
downloaded it using: sudo apt-get
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install emacs24-common which
gave me the following output:
Reading package lists... Done

Building dependency tree Reading
state information... Done

emacs24-common is already the
newest version (2.24.1-4.1ubuntu1).

I then installed ediff with the
following command: sudo apt-get
install emacs24-ediff and i got the
following output: Reading package
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lists... Done Building dependency
tree Reading state information...

Done emacs24-ediff is already the
newest version (2.24.1-4.1ubuntu1).
I'm not sure what exactly to do next.
When I try to run emacs-ediff-start-

diff-process, it gives me an error
that I am supposed to name a diff-
output file, but there is no such file
in my emacs directory. How can I
use this program? I have looked at
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this emacs ediff link, but not sure if
my installation is correct. Edit My
goal is to get a list of commands
written for a different version of

emacs (24.4) beside the commands
for the version of emacs I am

running (22.1). Thus, I am trying to
run emacs 24.4 as a test

environment. It may or may not be
that the emacs being run as a test
environment, has commands that
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will not work with the emacs
running on my regular system.
EDIT This is the exact error

message that I get when i run emacs-
ediff-start-diff-process: "C-x C-f":

Could not load
"/home/anuraj/.emacs" A: Note that

you'll have to write the current
directory with the absolute path if it

isn't the same as the path you're
actually running the ediff process
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from. For example, if you're in the
directory /src and you 595f342e71
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